
 7 Future Principles  
and what they mean  

for the future of banking





#1: The future is no longer an extension of the present
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Banks need to take a much broader view towards their future
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… and hybrid thinking is becoming an essential requirement
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#2: Change is exponential and combinatorial 















Voice-control and intelligent assistants - the new normal?





#3: Data is the new oil. AI is the new electricity. 
Social networks and tech-platforms will be the #1 competitors for incumbent banks







First we electrified, then we digitised, now we cognify  
(riffing off Kevin Kelly) 





What about your initiatives on Data and AI / IA / Intelligence Augmentation?





#4: Embrace the Megashifts to better design your future 
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#5: Technology and humanity are increasingly overlapping

Digital Ethics is going center-stage





"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right  
(or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        

adapted from Potter Stewart



Technology is exponential but humans are linear
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 #6: From products to unique experiences, transforming users



Smart 
Fluid 
Open 
Seamless 
Scaleable 
Real-Time 
Meaningful 
Experiences



Technology and banking: focus on magic, discourage manic, ban the toxic



#7: Goodbye routines, hello human-only ‘work’



Anything that can be digitized, automated or virtualized, will be…



But anything that cannot be digitized or automated will become even more valuable   







Key take-aways

1. The future is not an extension of the present: transform or become irrelevant 

2. Change is now exponential and combinatorial: wait and see means wait to die 

3. Data is the new oil, AI is the new electricity: focus on Intelligent Assistance (IA) 

4. Immerse in the Megashifts: Datafication, Cognification, Automation, Virtualisation 

5. Leadership in Humanity and Digital Ethics will be a key competitive advantage 

6. Strive to create experiences not just services, transform your customers 

7. The end of routine is near: focus on human-only skills, EQ not just IQ



The Future 
belongs to those 
who can hear it 

coming



Thanks for your time!


